Getting published in a leading journal: perspectives of authors, editors, and publishers

As researchers, you want to get published in order to disseminate your ideas, to uncover potential research collaborations, progress in your academic career, and to secure research funding. This panel will offer insights into scholarly publishing and give advice for preparing manuscripts to give you the best chance of publishing in an international journal. The session is suitable for Ph.D. students, post-docs, as well as experienced researchers.

The importance of learning the specific aspects of the publishing cycle has become ever more crucial as the number of submissions, and as a consequence the number of rejections, continues to rise. Taking on board the advice of leading figures in the field by understanding the process and the expectations of editors when they receive your manuscript may help your manuscript stand out from crowd.

This session will involve presentations from journal editors, senior authors, and a publisher. There will be time for discussion, questions, and the ability to get advice from some leading figures in the field.